Hi! I’m Jenn Mishra. I’m a landscape and travel photographer based in near St. Louis.
I love to photograph landscapes, but I have the worst timing. I’m in the right place at
the right time but the sky is boring. Or I get an amazing sunset and there’s not a good
composition anywhere to be found.
It’s easy now to replace skies in Photoshop or other photo editing programs. The AI –
or artificial intelligence - is amazing. One click and you have a new sky.
But AI Sky Replacement isn’t the end to your creativity, it’s just the start. The
software simply does the boring parts like masking around tree branches.
I know sky replacement is controversial. But if you’re going to do it, embrace your
artistic vision. Add your personal creativity to the AI
Let’s go beyond the simple drop-in sky replacement and use all the tools at your
disposal to create a personal and amazing photograph.
There are many ways to creatively enhance your sky replacement. Let’s look at a few.
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First, I’m a big believer in sourcing your own skies. Choosing a good sky is a challenge
of its own. You’re looking for a partnership.
The sky is the chocolate to my photographic peanut butter. Put them together and
make something amazing.
The entire image is yours, even if the parts didn’t happen at the same time.
Sky replacements don’t have to be epic. I use this particular sky often and it was
taken with my iphone.
There’s nothing wrong with using a sky from Photoshop or Luminar, I do sometimes.
But it’s nice when the entire photo is your own.
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Marrying a sky and a foreground is a bit of an art. Find one that fits with the colors
and direction of light in your foreground.
When we think of sky replacements, we think of epic skies that dominate the image.
The sky doesn’t have to take over. Use sky replacements subtly to enhance the
foreground.
It doesn’t even need to be a lot of sky.
And you can add a few birds with sky augmentation tools
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Most sky replacement tools help you blend colors from the new sky into your photo.
But you don’t necessarily have a lot of control.
For instance, Photoshop foreground blend tools are pretty basic, just two sliders and
two blending modes. But there are ways to get more control
Blend colors manually in Lightroom or Adobe Camera Raw.
Use tools like:
Color Grading
White Balance
The HSL/Color sliders
Bring colors from your new sky into your photo. If you’re adding a sunset sky, bring in
pinks, purples, reds, into the highlights, midtones, and shadows
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Compare the color blending that Photoshop did as part of the sky replacement
process with my more intense manual Color Grading in Lightroom.
If you think I went a bit overboard, I took my color cues from a real sunset that I
experienced in Yellowstone. The snow picked up the colors from the sky.
Tinting your photo with colors from the sky blends the images together for a more
natural look.
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Even when you get epic skies, you may want additional drama.
This photo taken in Yellowstone is not a sky replacement. The sunset was epic! But I
missed the sun actually setting. Adding a sunflare gives me a time machine. I can go
back a few minutes and add the sun just before it dipped below the horizon.
Programs like On1 Photo Raw Effects and Luminar AI add light, lens flares, bokeh, and
sunstars. The effects are easy to add, and you can get really creative.
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Or add a little sun peaking through the leaves.
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You can quickly add the impression of light in Lightroom using a radial filter. I’ve made
a Sun Effect preset that adds a little light, warmth, and removes some dehaze.
Study how real sunlight comes into the scene at different times of day and in
different weather conditions. This helps you get a more realistic look.
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In Landscape photography, the sky usually contains your primary light source.
If your original photo has shadows, choose a sky replacement that fits with the
direction of light. Remember, you can flip skies to change the direction.
In Lightroom, use selective adjustments like radial filters and brushes to emphasize or
create light and shadows.
CLICK
In this image, my light is coming in from the upper right corner – or at least that’s
what I want it to look like. Compare the image before and after I added shadows and
highlights.
I added directional light to Lighten one side of trees and darken the other.
It’s all about exploring where the light would naturally fall onto the scene.
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Finally, let’s talk about water reflections.
Skies are reflected in water. But only a few programs let you reflect a sky replacement
in water. For instance, you can’t automatically add water reflections in Photoshop.
In essence, to reflect a sky replacement, duplicate the sky replacement layer, and flip
it.
Reflections are darker and compressed. Add an adjustment layer or a change the
blending mode to darken the reflection. Also reduce the opacity to let the water
show through.
Adding a Gaussian blur and ripple effects is a nice touch.
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It takes a bit of work, but skies can be reflected in water.
I’ve written a step-by-step tutorial for Photzy for how to add a reflection to a sky
replacement – I’ll include a link on my website.
Even if you can’t get the exact sky, try to mimic the colors in the sky.
www.tinyurl.com/reflecting-skies
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You can’t always control the sky that you have. But you can create one that adds
drama and interest to your image.
AI sky replacement isn’t the end to creativity, it’s just the beginning.
Go beyond drop-in skies and add an artistic flare to your sky replacements.
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